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Review No. 113904 - Published 1 Jul 2013

Details of Visit:

Author: Malky100
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 25 Jun 2013 4pm
Duration of Visit: 05
Amount Paid: 30
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07585334760

The Premises:

Very clean apartment, very safe area but very difficult to find. Tom Tom dosen't recognise postcode
and directions from her were awful.

The Lady:

Early 20s long hair slim tall. Very attractive. Pictures on her page dont do her justice.

The Story:

Firstly the directions were terrible. Gives a pub name that anyone I asked had never heard of. There
are other better known landmarks that she could have mentioned. Got there eventually and the
apartments seem a new build hence why sat nav. Didn't recognise it. Very clean and was led
straight into the bedroom which was also clean and tidy. Now this was a 15 minute owo quickie
appointmet for £30 and I know from experience not to expect too much from these. She got straight
down to the oral and tried to suck it hard for about 30 seconds which started to have some effect.
Then started the fastest and roughest handjob I have ever had. After about 2 minutes of that I had
to tell her it was really hurting the way she was doing it. At which point she went back to the owo for
about another 20 seconds and back to the HJ. I knew she just wanted this over with and there was
no friendliness or attempt to make this anything like a decent punt. I made an excuse that the long
walk to find the place had worn me out and I was never going to reach orgasm. I dressed and left. I
am always very clean when I go to appointments and try to be very friendly with everyone I meet,
even when the chemistry is not always right. Over the years I have submitted dozens of FR's some
of which are now deleted, but this is the first one I have left such a negative FR on. I felt the girl had
no interest at all, which is a shame cos on looks, she could do very well
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